From balloon rides to crows that chew bubble gum, you'll wish you could stay forever! These 14 poems, hand-selected from Jeff Foxworthy's Silly Street, will take you on an adventure down Silly Street, where you'll see things you've never seen before.

Silly Street: Selected Poems is a collection of poems written by Jeff Foxworthy, all centered around Silly Street. The poems are simple and fun, perfect for young readers and anyone who wants to bring their sense of humor to life. From the silly antics of animals to the zany activities of everyday objects, these poems will have you laughing out loud.

Silly Street: Selected Poems is perfect for:
- Kindergarten-Grade 2 readers
- Teachers and parents looking for a fun and educational reading experience
- Book clubs
- Any child who loves a good laugh

This collection of humorous poems is sure to entertain and delight young readers, and it's a great addition to any classroom library or home collection. So get ready to explore Silly Street and all its silliness with these 14 poems hand-selected by Jeff Foxworthy and illustrated by Steve Bjorkman.